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Formation of Tallinn Research Group (TRG) dates back to 1969 with emergence of 

our interest in the problematics of cellular automata (CA). Research in this direction 

led to publihing of ones of the first domestic works on homogeneous structures (HS) 

[1–3], this term subsequently was superseed by term "classical cellular automata". 

These publications, along with a number of fundamental results, introduced Russian–
language terminology for the main definitions and concepts of the CA problematics, 

while book [3] was nominated as the best monographic publication of the Academy 

of Sciences of the ESSR for 1972. Starting his creative activity with intensive enough 

research on HS/CA problematics [4], subsequently TRG sphere of interest expanded 

significantly, covering such diverse areas as general statistics, operating systems and 

programming on larger computers and on personal computers, database management 

systems (DBMS), computer science, automated control systems (ACS), mathematical 

biology, preparation of articles, books, textbooks and monographs, conducting lecture 

courses on these and other topics. A review of the TRG activities during the period 

1970–2022 can be found in monograph [5], whereas more detailed analysis of TRG 

activities over certain periods are presented in [6,7]. During their activity, the TRG 

members prepared and published (mainly in Russian and English) a large number of 

scientific and technical works of various types: articles, reports, books, textbooks and 

monographs. Meantime, it should be noted that over time, TRG activity in the above 

directions had a different degree of intensity, sometimes dropping to zero, but since 

1985 such two directions of activity as cellular automata theory (CA) and computer 

mathematics systems (CMS) were always presented in the TRG sphere of interest. 

Among the TRG publications on the above topics, the vast majority fall on the issues 

of CA and CMS, however, due to their multiplicity, we will analyze only comparative 

distribution of book publications over the five–year periods of TRG activity. In this 

regard, based on the series representing the distributions of the number of books that 

were published by TRG by cellular automata theory (CA) and computer mathematics 

systems (CMS) during five–year periods of activity, the diagram below is built which 

allows to visualize a number of properties of the considered book dynamics. 

Firstly, it follows from the diagram below that the books publication on CMS issues 

originates to the period 1990–1994, or rather at 1991, whereas on CA problematics at 

the initial period 1970–1974, or rather, at 1971, that is, there is a rather significant 

time lag, almost 20 years, between both series of book publications. This time lag is 
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explained by a completely natural reason – if TRG research on CA problematics were 

as a basis for the formation of the Group, then work on CMS issues began already at 

the dawn of appearance of satisfactory enough samples of these systems on personal 

computers, i.e. at the end of the nineties of the last century. This shift in emphasis was 

due to both a sharp increase in interest in the CMS subject in various theoretical and 

applied areas, and their inclusion in university courses of natural science profile. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Secondly, the dynamics of book CA publications is to some extent periodic in nature 

to a certain extent reflecting the nature of TRG interest to this problematics, which is 

pretty clearly illustrated by the polynomial trend. A characteristic feature of the CA 

distribution is the presence of five periods with the same number of published books, 

more precisely three books in each of five considered periods (of ten), which in itself 

indicates a fairly high TRG activity at CA problematics. As for the CMS distribution, 

from the initial period (1990–1994), its polynomial trend also has a periodic nature, 

based in general on greater numbers of books (the left Y–axis reflects the number of 

books on CA issues, whereas the right Y–axis – on CMS issues). As a result, for the 

period 1970–2022 on CA issues, TRG published 24 books of various levels, and for 

the period 1990–2022 already 43 books on CMS issues, largely characterizing TRG 

preferences over time. In turn, TRG activity in other four base areas (programming, 

computer science, general statistics, mathematical biology) is characterized in general 

by the publication of only 23 book publications over 1970–2022. At the same time, in 

a series of books on CMS problematics, two large, practically independent subseries 

on Maple issues (22 books) and Mathematica issues (18 books) published in Belarus, 

Russia, Ukraine, Estonia, Lithuania and the USA can be distinguished, i.e. as a whole 

40 of the 90 books concerning to all TRG activity directions. Generally speaking, the 

TRG has published several more than 90 books however books in excess of 90 belong 

to the “exotic” issues of TRG activity. It should be noted that, practically, already in 

1990, TRG began to conduct research on CA problematics, mainly in the background, 

only occasionally intensifying the CA problematics, focusing itself attention on other 

Diagram of books publication of TRG on CA and CMS issues
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directions, including the CMS problematics. This message allows you to more clearly 

differentiate the levels of the TRG activity throughout period its existence. 

It makes sense to dwell on one more moment. The CA and CMS problematics were 

largely determinative trends (regardless of the time lag mentioned) of TRG activity 

throughout its operations. Meanwhile, the results of work within both trends are not 

purely independent. The relationship between both directions was two–sided, whose 

essence was as follows. The CMS environment has developed a set of procedures and 

functions that provide experimental study and modelling of a number of fundamental 

issues of the dynamics of CA theory, on the basis of which both a large number of CA 

dynamic aspects are illustrated and interesting enough information was obtained for 

predictive analysis of certain important aspects of CA dynamics. On the other hand, 

during the creation of these software tools, a number of non–standard programming 

techniques were discovered which expand these systems and replenish them with new 

useful software tools that were reflected in the created UserLib6789 library (for Maple 

system) and MathToolBox package (for Mathematica system). Both software tools are 

available on a freeware license basis and rather widely used both by universities and 

organizations and by individual users of the CAS mentioned. TRG itself successfully 

used both software tools to develop a range projects, as well as to conduct university 

courses on CMS in the CIS and EU. In particular, such courses were repeatedly held 

at universities and in other academic organizations in Belarus, Russia and Lithuania 

as part of the Visiting Professor program [8]. 

Based on CMS, rather effective algorithms of sequential calculators were developed 

intended for modelling of CA–like objects, allowing highly parallel processing and 

calculations. Moreover, one should bear in mind a rather fundamental difference in 

the orientation of both series of book publications on CA and CMS problematics – if 

the first, for the most part, is purely theoretical in nature, whilist the second is mainly 

focused on an applied nature with elements of educational orientation, in particular, 

textbooks and teaching aids in the field of programming in CMS. The latter confirms 

wide enough representation of our books on CMS issues in the lists of both mandatory 

and additional literature in many university programs of the CIS [5,8]. A number of 

our books on CMS and on some other issues are reflected in the Wiki. 
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